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• They offer a significant time saving benefit over traditional connectors
• They tend to have less user failures compared to traditional connectors
• They require little skill or strength for their usage
• They do not require any tools to use and maintain them
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Push in collet

Pull out tubing



Drain Saddle Installation Location
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Drain Saddle Connection Diagram
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We suggest sanitising the system every 6 months prior to the �lter change.
Contact your dealer to order the Fusion Sanitisation Kit.

1) Shut o� the feed water by turning the lever of the feed in valve. Press the 
button repeatedly to dispense all the water out of the internal RO storage tank.

2) Remove all 3 �lters (Carbon Block, RO Membrane and the Post Remineralisa-
tion Filter).

3) Place half of Milton tablet in each of the empty sanitsation cartridges, and 
then insert all 3 empty �lters into the system.

3) Open the inlet feed in valve, the system now will �ll up with water.

5) Let the system sit like this for 30-60 minutes. Dispense all the water in the 
internal tank by pressing and holding the button (long press). 

6) Remove the sanitisation cartridges and replace them with new �lters and
install a new set of �lters and clean the inline sediment �lter.

7) After sanitisation the fastest way to clean all the sanitising �uid from the inter-
nal tank is to press the button repeatedly to dispense water until no more can
be dispensed from the internal RO storage tank, then allow the system 10-15
minutes for the system to re�ll the internal RO tank. Repeat this step until no
more sterilising solution can be detected...(usually 2 or 3 times). We recommend 
you watch our short video of the sterilisation process.

Cleaning the inline sediment �lter

1. Shut the water o� to the system/close the feed in valve
2. Put a bowl underneath the inline sediment �lter/tubing to catch any water
3. Take out the collet clips and disconnect the push�ttings and remove the �lter 
from the tubing
4. Unscrew the bottom of the �lter (turning the bottom section clockwise) and 
you can remove any debris
5. Rinse with clean water
6. Screw the bottom section back on
7. Attach to the tubing using the push �t connections and reinsert the collet clips
8. Open the water to the system by opening the feed in valve














